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Abstract 
Completion procedures, originated from the seminal work of Knuth and Bendix, are 
well-known as procedures for generating confluent rewrite systems, i.e. decision procedures for 
equational theories. In this paper we present a new abstract framework for the utilization of 
completion procedures as semidecision procedures for theorem proving. The key idea in our 
approach in that a semidecision process should be target-oriented, i.e. keep into account the 
target theorem to be proved. For the inference rules of a completion procedure, we present 
target-oriented schemes of contraction inference rules, i.e. inference rules that delete sentences 
which are redundant for proving the target. For the search plan, we give a target-oriented, 
definition offairness, according to which not all critical pairs need to be considered. We prove 
that our notion of fairness, together with the refutational completeness of the inference rules, is 
sufficient for a completion procedure to be a semidecision procedure. By relaxing the require- 
ment of considering all critical pairs, our target-oriented framework should be more suitable for 
designing efficient procedures for theorem proving. The generation of decision procedures is 
included as a special side-effect and all the results of the classical approach to completion are 
re-obtained in our framework. The application of completion to disprove inductive conjectures, 
i.e. the so-called inductionless induction method, is also covered as a semidecision process. 
Finally, we present according to our framework, some equational completion procedures based 
on unfailing Knuth-Bendix completion. 
1. Introduction 
The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [Sl] computes a possibly infinite conflu- 
ent rewrite system equivalent o a given set of equations [41]. If a set of equations 
E and an equation s N t are given, it semidecides whether s N t is a theorem of E, as 
first remarked in [53,42-J. These results hold if the procedure does not fail on an 
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unoriented equation. Unoriented equations can be handled by adopting the unfailing 
Knuth-Bendix method [38,13], which produces a ground confluent set of equations. 
Many completion procedures, related to Knuth-Bendix to different extents, have been 
designed. They include procedures for equational theories with special sets of axioms 
[57, 44, lo], Horn logic with equality [52,24,25], first-order logic [36,34,48, 81, 
first-order logic with equality [37, 35,40, 39, 59, 62, 14, 151, inductive theorem prov- 
ing in equational and Horn theories [43,32,46,52] and logic programming 
[26,21,30,17]. Surveys have been given in [23,27]. 
Completion procedures have usually been regarded as procedures for generating 
confluent rewrite systems, which are by themselves decision procedures for the input 
theories. This view imposes serious and unnecessary limitation on the applicability of 
completion procedures, since few theories are decidable. In this paper we propose 
a different perspective, which treats completion procedures as theorem proving 
methods, that is, as semidecision procedures. From an operational point of view, they 
are used for proving individual target theorems rather than generating decision 
procedures. 
1.1. Overview 
The interpretation of completion as a semidecision procedure appeared first in [42], 
where it was proved that if the procedure is fair, the limit of an unfailed Knuth-Bendix 
derivation is a confluent rewrite system. As a side-effect, if a theorem s N t is given to 
the procedure, it semidecides the validity of s=t. The same theorem was obtained in 
a more general framework in [12]. This view of theorem proving as a side-effect is not 
satisfactory from a theorem proving perspective. Intuitively, in a theorem proving 
application one only wants to concentrate on deducing consequences which may 
contribute to a proof of the target theorem. Instead, a procedure which is guaranteed 
to generate eventually a confluent system must take into account all critical pairs 
which may lead to establishing the equivalence of any arbitrary theorems in the 
theory. Our motivation is to make possible the design of completion-based theorem 
proving strategies, which gain efficiency by generating fewer critical pairs. Thus, we 
reverse the traditional approach to completion procedures: we regard them as 
semidecision procedures with the generation of confluent systems as a potential 
side-effect. 
The key idea in our approach is to consider a theorem proving derivation as 
a process of target-oriented proof reduction. Given a target theorem cp and a presenta- 
tion of a theory, i.e. a set of axioms S, the process of proving cp from S can be 
characterized as a reduction, with respect o a well-founded ordering, of a proof of cp in 
S. Success is reached when the proof is empty. The intuition that proving a given 
theorem requires in most cases less work than generating a confluent system can now 
be formulated in terms of proof reduction: reducing one proof is conceivably a smaller 
task than reducing all the proofs. Therefore, a target-oriented completion procedure, 
i.e. a strategy which focuses on reducing the proof of the given target, should be more 
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efficient as a theorem prover than a procedure which works blindly to reduce all 
the proofs. We investigate how a procedure can be made target-oriented both at 
the level of the inference rules and at the level of the search plan of a completion 
procedure. 
The inference rules determine what can be derived from given data. They can be 
classified as expansion inference rules, that derive new consequences, and contraction 
inference rules, that delete or replace existing data. Expansion rules are generally 
sufficient for completeness, but contraction rules are critical for efficiency. Therefore 
we concentrate on contraction. We characterize the contraction steps in terms of 
target-oriented proof reduction and target-oriented redundancy. Then we define 
refutational completeness of the inference rules in terms of proof reduction: for all 
unsatisfiable inputs, there exist derivations which reduce a proof of the target to the 
empty proof. 
The search plan chooses at each step of the derivation which inference rule to apply 
to which data. Therefore it determines the unique derivation that the procedure 
computes from a given input. A search plan is required to be fair. Our notion of 
fairness is radically different from the previous ones. In [42] and in all the following 
work on completion [12, 11, 59, 151, fairness of a derivation consists in eventually 
considering all critical pairs. We call this property uniform fairness in order to 
distinguish it from fairness for theorem proving. Uniform fairness is necessary for the 
limit of a derivation to be confluent, but it is not necessary for theorem proving, 
because not all the critical pairs are necessary to prove a given theorem. In fact, the 
requirement of uniform fairness clashes with the goal of having an efficient search plan 
for theorem proving. For instance, we may have a problem where the target s N t is an 
equation on a signature F1 and the input presentation E is the union of a set El of 
equations on the signature F, and a set Ez of equations on another signature Fz, 
disjoint from Fi. Such a phenomenon often occurs in definitions of abstract data 
types, where the signature Fi contains the constructors and a set of defined symbols, 
whereas the signature F, is another set of defined symbols. Intuitively, a derivation 
where no inference from E2 is performed is fair. On the other hand, uniform fairness 
requires to compute critical pairs from the equations in E2 as well. 
Clearly, theorem proving would benefit from a definition of fairness which is weaker 
than uniform fairness. We provide such a new definition of fairness by using target- 
oriented proof reduction as for refutational completeness. Fairness means that when- 
ever successful derivations exist, the search plan must ensure that the computed 
derivation is successful. We prove that if the inference rules are complete and the 
search plan is fair according to our definitions, the procedure is a semidecision 
procedure. By showing that fairness is sufficient for theorem proving, we prove the 
classical result in [42] from weaker, strictly theorem proving oriented hypotheses. No 
confluence property of the limit of the derivation is implied since such properties are 
not necessary for theorem proving. The interpretation of completion procedures as 
generators of decision procedures, e.g. confluent systems, is also covered in our 
framework in the special case where the search plan is uniformly fair. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic definitions; we 
introduce expansion and contraction inference rules and search plans and we define 
proof orderings for theorem proving. Section 3 is devoted to target-oriented proof 
reduction and redundancy. The definition of completion procedure summarizes the 
concepts introduced so far. Section 4 contains the notions of refutational completeness, 
fairness, uniform fairness and the theorem showing that fairness, rather than uniform 
fairness, is sufficient for semidecision procedures. In Section 4.2, we consider the 
generation of decision procedures by uniformly fair derivations. In Section 5, we present 
some completion procedures for equational ogic: we show that the basic unfailing 
&hut&Bendix procedure [38, 131 and some of its extensions, such as the AC-UKB 
procedure [57,44,10,5] with cancellation laws [403, the S-strategy [38] and the inequal- 
ity ordered-saturation strategy [3] fit nicely in our framework. To our knowledge, this is 
the first presentation of these xtensions of the UKB procedure as sets of inference rules. 
In the last technical section we show how the so-called inductionless induction method is 
covered by the semidecision concept as well: completion for inductionless induction 
[43] is a semidecision procedure for disproving inductive theorems. We conclude with 
some discussion and directions for future research. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we present all the preliminary material for the construction of our 
framework. Section 2.1 recalls basic definitions in term rewriting systems and comple- 
tion procedures with the notations of [27,28]. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 cover inference 
rules, search plans, derivations and proof orderings for theorem proving. The main 
contributions of this section are the distinction between expansion and contraction 
inference rules, the role of the search plan, the notion of the derivation with a target 
and the application of proof orderings to derivations with target. 
2.1. Basic dejnitions 
Given a finite set F of constant symbols and function symbols with their arities and 
a denumerable set X of variable symbols, T(F, X) is the set of terms on F and X and 
T(F) is the set of ground terms i.e. without variables. V(t) denotes the set of variables 
occurring in the term t. A term s is a subterm of a term t if s occurs in t. Subterm 
positions in term are indicated by strings of natural numbers: the empty string 
I denotes the root position, i.e. tl1= t, and the string i - u denotes the position u in the 
ith subterm of t, i.e. f(ti, . . . . t,)I i - u = til u. We write t = c[s] to indicate that s is 
a subterm of t in the context c, s = t(u to specify that s is the subterm of t at position 
u and t [r]” represents the term obtained by replacing t I u by r. 
A substitution c is a set {x1 H s1 . ..x. H s,} such that 
l Vi, j, i # j implies xi # Xj and 
0 Vi,j Xi+ V(Sj)* 
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The domain and range of a substitution o are the sets Dam(a) = {x1 . ..x”} and 
Ran(a) = Uy= 1 J’(Sj). A substitution e is ground if Ran(a) = 8. A substitution 0 applies 
to a term t as follows: 
l to = s if t = x and x H SET, 
a ta = t if t = x and x $ Dam(o) or t is a constant and 
0 ta =f(tlo . . . tp), if t =f(tl . ..t.). 
Given two substitutions e = {x1 H si . ..x. H s,> and p = ( yi H ri . ..y.,, H rm) 
such that Dam(a) n Ran(p) = 8, their composition is the substitution ap = 
{xi ++ slP ...xn H %P) u {Yj H rj 1 yj H rjEP, a $ Dam(o)). A term t is an instance of 
a term s if t = so for some substitution cr. 
An ordering > is a transitive and irreflexive binary relation. An ordering is 
total if for every two distinct elements  and t is the ordered set, either s>t or t>s; 
it is partial otherwise. An ordering is well-founded if there is no infinite chain 
s,>s,>*.*s,>.... The basic orderings on terms are the subterm ordering EE, where 
t P s if t = c[s], the subsumption ordering B , where t 3 s if t is an instance 
of s, t = so, and the encompassment ordering P , which is the composition of 
the subterm ordering and the subsumption ordering: t EZ s if t = c[so]. If t $ s 
and s 3 t, we say that s and t are variants or equal up to a renaming of variables, 
expressed as s&t. We write t .>s, if t B s and t + s, and t Ds, if t F s and s 3 t. 
They are called the proper subsumption ordering and the encompassment ordering, 
respectively. 
The subsumption ordering is extended to substitutions: CJ 3 8 if Vx&om(o), 
xo = xgp for some substitution p. A substitution D is a unifier of two terms s and t if 
se = ta; it is a most general unijier (mgu) of s and t if CJ is a unifier of s and t and for all 
unifiers p of s and t, p 2 (r. 
The following properties of orderings on terms are often needed: 
0 monotonicity: s>t implies c[s] >c[t] for all contexts c, 
l stability: s>t implies so>ta for all substitutions g and 
l subterm property: c [s] >s for all terms s and contexts c. 
A monotonic, stable and well-founded ordering is a reduction ordering. A mono- 
tonic and stable ordering with the subterm property is a simplification ordering. 
A simplification ordering is well-founded [20]. A simplification ordering which is total 
on the set of ground terms is called a complete simplijkation ordering. Some well- 
known simplification orderings are the recursive path ordering [29], the lexicographic 
path ordering [47] and the Knuth-Bendix ordering [Sl]. We refer to [22] for a survey 
of orderings and we recall here two techniques for constructing orderings, which will 
be used later. The lexicographic extension of given orderings > i...>,, is the ordering 
>iex such that (tl . ..tn)>dsl . . . s,) if and only if there exists an i, 1 < i < n, such that 
tj = sj, Vj < i and ti nisi. The multiset extension of a given ordering > is the ordering 
> mul on multisets of terms such that: 
l {u} u M>,,,“,O, where 8 is the empty multiset. 
l {u} u M>,,,(a) u N if M>,,$J. 
l {a} u M>,,l{b) u N if a>b and (u) u M>,,iN. 
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The lexicographic and multiset extensions of well-founded orderings are well- 
founded [29]. 
An equation is an unordered pair of terms 1 N r. A rewrite rule is an ordered pair of 
terms 1+ r. A set of rewrite rules is called a term rewriting system or rewrite system. If 
t>r for a reduction ordering >, then an equation l=r may be oriented into a rewrite 
de I-+ r. A rewrite SyStem R defines a relation +s on teIIIIS as follows: s +R t if there 
are a rewrite rule I+ rER, a substitution CT and a position u such that s ( u = la and t is 
s[ro],. The relation f-‘s is defined as the union +R u CR, and -if and c*i are the 
transitive and reflexive closures of -+R and c-f. For a set of equations E, swE t if there 
are an equation 1 N r&, a substitution o and a position u such that s 1 u = la and t is 
sCro1,; s+ E t if s-E t and s>t for a reduction ordering >. The closure t$ is the 
congruence defined by E on the set of terms. The equality t+E = --f E u c E holds only 
if the ordering > is total in every congruence class defined by E. 
All the following definitions apply to both a rewrite system R and a set of equations 
E. The only difference is the way in which the relations -+R and +E are defined, as 
shown above. A term s is in E-normal form or E-irreducible if there is no term t such 
that s +Et. A set of equations E is Church-Rosser if sttf t implies s -+s 0 cz t, 
confluent if s c $0 + f t implies s -+E* 0 cE* t, locally conjluent if s cE 0 +Et implies 
s -f 0 + f t, canonical if it is both conff uent and reduced, that is for all 2~ rEE, t and 
r are in normal form with respect o E - {l-r}. 
If we add to the signature a finite set P of predicate symbols with their arities, we 
obtain A(P, F, X) and A(P, F), i.e. the sets of atoms and ground atoms on (P, F, X). If 
P includes the equality predicate, an equation is an atom. A literal is an atom or 
a negated atom, a clause is a disjunction of literals, a unit clause is a clause made ofone 
literal and a Horn clause is a clause with at most one positive literal. All variables in 
a clause are implicitly universally quantified. The definitions given for terms and 
substitutions extend to atoms, literals and clauses. In particular, a (complete) simplifi- 
cation ordering > on terms and literals can be extended to equations, clauses and sets 
of clauses, as shown for instance in [39]. 
2.2. Inference rules and search plans 
In this section we introduce some basic concepts about theorem proving strategies. 
A theorem proving strategy is a pair B = (I; C>, where I is a set of inference rules and 
C is a search plan. Inference rules in I decide what consequences can be deduced from 
the available data and C decides which inference rule and which data to choose next. 
The general form of an inference rulef is 
where S and S’ are sets of sentences. The rule says that given S, the set S’ can be 
inferred. We distinguish between expansion inference rules and contraction inference 
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rules, as they are called in [24]. An expansion inference rule expands a given set S into 
a new set S’ by deriving new sentences from sentences in S: 
S 
f: - where ScS’. 
S’ 
A contraction inference rule contracts a given set S into a new set S’ by either deleting 
some sentences in S or replacing them by others: 
S 
f: - where S$S’. 
S’ 
Alternative schemes for inference rules, called deduction and deletion, are given in 
[15]. We further distinguish between inference rules which transform the presenta- 
tion (forward reasoning) and inference rules which transform the target’ (backward 
reasoning: 
l Presentation inference rules: 
(8 cp) 
- Expansion inference rules: f: (s’; where S c S’. 
6% cp) - Contraction inference rules: f: ~ 
(S’; cp) 
where S $6 S’. 
l Target inference rules: 
(X cp) 
- Expansion inference rules: f: (s; where cp logically implies cp’. 
(8 cp) - Contraction inference rules: f: - 
(S; cp’) 
where cp does not logically imply cp’. 
Example 2.1. Deduction of a critical pair is an expansion inference rule on the 
presentation, since it adds to the given set a new equation: 
(E u {p=q, l-r}; i-t*) plu$X (plu)a = la 
(E u {p=q, l=r,p[rluo=qo}; S-t*) p& q6 pCrlua 
where E is a set of equations, G is the most general unifier of the nonvariable sub- 
term p 1 u and 1, and > is the assumed complete simplification ordering on terms. The 
target is an equational theorem V53- t, which we write as S-t* to denote that it 
contains only universally quantified variables and therefore can be regarded as 
a ground equality. 
Simplification of the target is a contraction inference rule: 
(Eu {l-r}; g-t*) jlI.4 = la 
(E u {l-r}; s*[rolU-E) s^>s*[ra], 
The inference rules are required to be sound. 
‘The target can be formulated as a set of sentences. For convenience of representation, we write the target 
as a single sentence. 
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Definition 2.1. An inference step (S; cp)l-(S’; cp’) is sound if T)I(S’) c T/i(S), monotonic 
if 7%(S) c 7’h(S’). It is relevant if cp’~Th(S’) if and only if cp~Th(S). 
Soundness ensures that a presentation inference step does not create new elements 
which are not true in the theory. Monotonicity guarantees that all theorems are 
preserved. Relevance nsures that a target inference step replaces the target by a new 
target in such a way that proving the latter is equivalent o proving the former. For 
instance, a simplification step which reduces a target cp to cp’ satisfies the relevance 
requirement because if cp’ is true, 40 is true as well. For an interesting example of 
expansion inference rule for the target, we refer to Section 5.3. 
A search plan Z decides which inference rule should be applied to what data at any 
given step during a derivation. It may set a precedence on the inference rules and 
a well-founded ordering on data and proceed accordingly. For instance, a Simplijica- 
tion-first search plan [38] is a search plan where Simplification has priority over 
expansion. 
The inference rules and the search plan cooperate to generate a derivation from 
a given input. The input for a theorem proving strategy is a pair (S; cp), where S is 
a presentation of the theory i%(S) = {‘p 1 S + VP> and cp is the target. A theorem proving 
problem is to decide whether rpETh(S) and a theorem proving derivation is a sequence of 
deductions 
where at each step the problem of deciding Cp,ETh(Si) reduces to the problem of 
deciding qi+lETh(Si+l). Informally, the derivation halts successfully at stage k if 
cpeeTh(Sk) is trivially true and therefore it can be asserted that cpO(Th(SO)). 
2.3. Proof orderings for theorem proving 
In this section we apply proof orderings [12, 61 to describe a theorem proving 
derivation as a target-oriented proof reduction process. 
A proof ordering is a monotonic, stable and well-founded ordering on proofs [12]. 
Proof orderings are defined in general starting from some ordering on the data 
involved in the proofs. Thus, we assume to have a complete simplification ordering 
> on terms and literals. We prefer to have a simplification ordering, although 
a well-founded, monotonic and stable ordering total on ground terms would be 
sufficient. The following example [24] shows how to define a proof ordering starting 
from an ordering on terms. 
Example 2.2. Equational proof can be represented as chains [12] 
~l~l~~r~~Z*l~~,~~~~~l”_l~r,_I %I, 
where sic, Iler1 s2 means that the equality of s1 and s2 is established by the equation 
II zrI, because s1 and s2 are c[ll o] and c[rlo] for some context c and substitution 0. 
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We write s + ,_t if s>t is known a priori. A proof ordering to compare ground 
equational proofs can be defined as follows. We associate to a ground equational step 
scrlzrt the triple (s, 1, t), if s>t. We compare these triples by the lexicographic 
combination >e of the complete simplification ordering >, the strict encompassment 
ordering D and again the ordering >. Then we compare two proofs serf t and SHE, t 
by the multiset extension >,&i of >e. 
Proof orderings were introduced in [12] to prove correctness of the Knuth-Bendix 
completion procedure as a procedure which generates confluent term rewriting 
systems. A derivation by Knuth-Bendix completion in that context is a process of 
transforming a presentation 
In other words, it is a purely forward derivation, with no target. A confluent rewrite 
system is a presentation such that for all theorems s-t there is a rewrite proof, i.e. 
a proof in the form s + * 0 c * t. Therefore, correctness of Knuth-Bendix completion is 
proved by showing that all the proofs in the theory are eventually reduced to rewrite 
proofs during the derivation. Since such a derivation transforms only the presentation, 
with the purpose of reducing all the proofs, one needs to compare the proof of cp in Si 
with the proof of cp in Si+ 1 for all the theorems cp in the theory. For this reason, proof 
orderings are applied in [ 121 to compare only proofs of the same theorem. A theorem 
proving derivation 
also has the target and both the presentation and the target are transformed. In order 
to compare the proof of Cpi n Si and the proof of vi+ 1 in St+ i, we need a proof 
ordering such that proofs of different theorems may be comparable. Proof orderings 
with this property do exist and can actually be obtained quite easily. For instance the 
proof ordering of the previous example can be extended as follows. 
Example 2.3. We can compare any two ground equational proofs s-it and s’t$. t’ 
by comparing the pairs ({s, t}, s-Et) and ({s’, t’}, s’ +$ t’) by the lexicographic ombi- 
nation, > “, of the multiset extension >,,,“i of the ordering > on terms and the 
multiset extension >i,i of Be. 
Henceforth a proof ordering in a monotonic, stable, well-founded ordering on 
proofs such that proofs of different theorems may be comparable. We assume that 
both the ordering of proofs and the ordering on terms and literals have a bottom 
element. For proofs, the minimum in the empty proof, which we denote by E. For terms 
and literals, the minimum is a dummy element true, which represents the theorem 
whose proof is E. Given a proof ordering >p, we denote by II(S, cp) the set of all the 
minimal proofs of cp from S with respect o >,,. By assuming a proof ordering >,,, we 
can regard a theorem proving derivation 
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as a process of reducing a minimal proof of ‘p,, in SO to the empty proof and cpo to true. 
At each step JZ(Si, qi) is replaced by n(Si+ 1, cpi+ 1 ), and the derivation halts success- 
fully at stage k if 17(&, (Pi) = {E} and & is true. The introduction of the symbol true is 
not mere formality. For instance, in equational ogic a theorem SNS is regarded as 
trivially true. However, it is not so in equational theorem proving, since a procedure 
needs to check that the two sides of the equation are identical before stating that the 
theorem is true. This requires an inference step and therefore a derivation that has 
reached the state (S; s N s) is not successful yet. Indeed, the proof of s N s is not empty. 
Thus we need the symbol true to indicate the success of a derivation. 
3. Completion procedures 
In this section we give the core of our framework. We start by characterizing the 
requirements for a derivation to be a process of target-oriented proofreduction. All the 
inferences are assumed to be monotonic and relevant. Intuitively, since the purpose of 
a derivation is to reach the bottom element in the proof ordering, an inference should 
not increase the complexity of proofs. 
Definition 3.1. An inference step (S; cp)t-(S’; cp’) is proof-reducing on cp if for all 
PEU(S, cp), either PM(S’, cp’) or there exists a Qen(S’, cp’) such that P >,,Q. If the 
latter holds for some &n(S; cp), then the step is strictly proof-reducing. 
A target inference step (S; rp)l-(S; cp’) is (strictly) proof-reducing if it is (strictly) 
proof-reducing on cp. 
In other words, every proof which is minimal at a certain stage of the derivation can 
be replaced only by a smaller proof. 
Equation 3.1. Simplification of the target as given in Example 2.1 is strictly proof- 
reducing. If the target 3-t* is replaced by the target 3~ f’ because 3’ is simplified to 3, 
we have 3>3, t* = t^’ and therefore (3, f}>,,,U, {3’, ?>. If we assume the proof ordering 
>” introduced in Example 2.3, it follows that 3-2 f >” 3’++: E’. 
For a presentation inference step we allow more flexibility, because an inference 
step on the presentation may not immediately reduce any proof of the target but still 
be necessary to decrease it eventually. The proof reduction effect of a presentation 
inference step needs to be checked on a larger set of theorems in the theory, not just on 
the given target. We call domain, denoted by F, the set of sentences where the 
presentation inference rules are proof-reducing: 
Definition 3.2. A presentation inference step (S; rp)l--(S’; rp) is proof-reducing on Y if 
1. either it is strictly proof-reducing on cp 
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2. or (a) n(S, cp) = n(S’, cp), (b) V@Y, (S; +)t-(S’, II/) is proof-reducing on 1,4 and (c) 
3@Y such that (S; $)k(S’, I,+) is strictly proof-reducing on t+k. 
The first condition dictates that an inference step which reduces a proof of the 
target is proof-reducing, regardless of its effects on other theorems. On the other 
hand, an inference step which does not affect any proof of the target is proof- 
reducing, if it does not increase any proof and strictly decreases at least one. 
The domain Y may vary according to individual completion procedures. For 
instance, for the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure F is the set of all equations. 
For the unfailing Knuth-Bendix procedure, F is the set of all ground equations. 
In principle, a procedure with a more restricted domain should be more efficient, 
because it would not spend time in reducing proofs of theorems that are not related 
to the given target. 
Example 3.2. Deduction of a critical pair as given in Example 2.1 is proof-reducing on 
the domain 5 of all ground equations. We assume the proof ordering >” introduced 
in Example 2.3. Given two equations 1 N r and p N q in E, a critical overlap of I2: r and 
p-qisaproofs+l,,u+ P_ t, where u is c [pz] for some context c and substitution z, 
t is c[qz], (p 1 u)z = I7 for some nonvariable subterm p 1 u of p and s is c[p[r].z]. The 
Deduction rule applied to 1 N r and p N q generates the critical pair p [r],,o N qo, where 
(r is the mgu of p 1 u and 1 and therefore 7 = ap for some substitution p. The proof 
~+-+,,~~~,~_~~t, justified by the critical pair, is smaller than the proof SC~_~U-+~~~~: 
since u>s and u>t, and thus {(v, 1, s), (u, p, t)} >kUl{(s, p[r],a, t)> (assuming, without 
loss of generality, that s>t). Therefore, every minimal proof which contains 
s+I?*u+pZq t as a subproof is no longer minimal after the generation of the critical 
pair. Such a proof is replaced by the smaller proof where all occurrences of 
s +-I%, v--+p=q t are replaced by s~l~[~,,~_, t: for all t&S, U(E u {p[r],a-qa}, 9) = 
n(E, IL) - {Pb +~=r u -tplq tl> u {PC--+pmeqa t]}. If a minimal proof of the target 
itself contains a critical overlap between 1 N r and p 2: q, the Deduction step is strictly 
proof-reducing. 
The notion of proof reduction defined so far applies to presentation inference steps 
which are either expansion steps or contraction steps which replace some sentences by 
others. A contraction step which deletes entences without adding any cannot reduce 
any minimal proof. In order to characterize these steps, we need a notion of redund- 
ancy. 
Definition 3.3. A sentence cp is redundant in S on I(/ if ZI(S, $) = n(S u (cp}, I,$); it is 
redundant in S on domain LT if it is redundant on all t,kY. 
A sentence is redundant in a presentation on a specific target, if adding it to the 
presentation does not affect any minimal proof of the target. If this holds on the entire 
domain, the sentence is said to be redundant on the domain. 
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Example 3.3. An inference rule which deletes an equation without adding any is 
Functional subsumption: 
An equation pzq subsumed by 1 NT is redundant according to the proof ordering 
>Fn”I and therefore to the proof ordering >” as defined in Example 2.3. No minimal 
proof contains a step sttPeq t since the step stillrt is smaller: either 
Us, P, r)> >&I {(s, 1, r)> or {(t, 4, s)> >K”I ((t, r, s)}, depending on whether s>t or t>s, 
since p ~4 and q D r. 
Definition 3.4. An inference step (S; cp)F(S’; cp’) is reducing on 5 (on cp) if either it is 
proof-reducing on 9 (on cp) or deletes a sentence which is redundant in S on domain 
F (on cp). An inference rulefis reducing if all the inference steps (S; ~p)l-~(S’; cp’) where 
f is applied are reducing. 
We have finally all the elements to define a completion procedure. 
Definition 3.5. A theorem proving strategy V = (I; Z> is a completion procedure on 
domain Y if for all pairs (So; cp,,), where SO is a presentation of a theory and cpO&-, the 
derivation 
has the following properties: 
l soundness: Vi 2 0, Th(Si+l) E Th(Si), 
l relevance: Vi 2 0, CpieY and (Pi+ 1~Th(Si+ i) if and only if Cpi~Th(Si) and 
l reduction: Vi > 0, the step (Si; cpi)FV((s, ,+i; Cpi+i) is reducing on F (on vi). 
The definition requires soundness and not monotonicity, because soundness and 
relevance together are sufficient for theorem proving. Monotonicity will be required 
only for the application of completion to the generation of confluent sets. Reduction is 
the fundamental property of completion procedures. Clearly, if all the inference rules 
of a procedure are reducing, the procedure has the reduction property. We shall see in 
the second part that the inference rules of the known equational completion proced- 
ures are reducing. Most inference rules are reducing because they are suitably 
restricted by the complete simplification ordering > on terms. A complete simplifica- 
tion ordering on data turns out to be a key element in characterizing a theorem 
proving strategy as a completion procedure. 
3.1. Redundancy 
In this section we study further the notion of redundancy. The interest in redund- 
ancy of data in a theorem proving derivation resides in the importance of contraction 
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inference rules. Although contraction inference rules are necessary to make theorem 
proving feasible, only a few of them are known. The purpose of studying redundancy 
is to gain insight into how to design new and powerful contraction rules. A notion of 
redundant clauses appeared in [59] and in [15]. We show that redundant clauses 
according to these works are redundant in our sense. On the other hand, there are 
clauses which are intuitively redundant and redundant according to our definition, 
and not according to the definitions in [59] and [15]. 
Definition 3.6 (Rusinowitch [59]). A clause cp is R-redundant in a set S if there exists 
a clause I/ES such that $ properly subsumes cp, i.e. cp .> $, where + is the proper 
subsumption ordering on clauses. 
R-redundancy has been investigated in [60] in the context of proofs by resolution in 
first-order logic. Very high numbers of R-redundant clauses may be generated in such 
derivations, resulting, in waste of space to hold them and in waste of time to perform 
the subsumption test to detect them. Two techniques to limit the generation of 
R-redundant clauses are proposed in [60]. 
Definition 3.7 (Bachmair and Ganzinger [15]). A clause cp is B-redundant in a set S if 
there exists an ordering >d on clauses, which is monotonic, stable, well-founded and 
total on ground clauses, such that the following holds: for all ground instances cpo of 
cp, there are ground instances +i.. .I)” of clauses in S such that {$i . ..$“} + cpo and Vj, 
l<j<n,cpCr>d$j. 
Lemma 3.1 (Bachmair and Ganzinger [15]). R-redundant clauses are B-redundant. 
In our view, the intuition behind the notion of redundancy is that a clause q is 
redundant in S if adding cp to S does not decrease any minimal proof in S (Definition 
3.3). In fact our definition captures the meaning of Definition 3.7. 
Theorem 3.1. If a clause cp is B-redundant in S, then it is redundant on the domain of all 
ground clauses. 
Proof. For all ground clauses II/, we regard any set {rji .. .I)“} of ground instances of 
clauses in S, such that ($i . . .I),,} ‘F Ic/, as a proof in S of rj. Since the ordering >d 
assumed in the definition of B-redundancy is well-founded and total on ground 
clauses, its multiset extension >iUi is also well-founded and total on multisets of 
ground clauses. Let the proof ordering >P be >&i. Since >&i is total, the minimal 
proof in S of a ground clause II/ is unique. By slightly abusing our notation, we use 
II(S, t,k) to denote the unique minimal proof of $ in S. Let cp be B-redundant in S. We 
show that n(S u {cp], $) = n(S, II/) for all ground theorems +. Since SC S u {cp}, 
ZZ(S u (cp}, t,G) <,ZI(S, IJ) trivially holds and therefore we simply have to show that 
ZI(Su {cp}, $)#,II(S, $). The proof is done by way of contradiction: if 
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n(S u (cp}, ICI) cP ZI(S, $), then the smallest set of ground instances of clauses in 
S u {VP> which logically entails $ has the form S’ u { cpo, . . .cpa,} for some set S’ of 
ground instances of clauses in S and some ground substitutions c1 . ..ck. Since cp is 
B-redundant in S, for all cpoi, 1 d i 6 k, there are ground instances {+f . ..1.9;{} of 
clauses in S such that {$f . ..$fi} + cp CT, and qai >d $i, Vj, 1 < j < ni. Therefore, 
S’u {$f...Ic/fi}f=r <kUIS’u (cpal...cpak} and S’u {$f...lC/f}f=i k $, that is 
S’u {cpol ...~a~} cannot be the smallest set entailing II/. It follows that 
D(S u (cp}, $) = n(S, 44. 0 
On the other hand, there are cases where trivially redundant clauses are not 
B-redundant, whereas they are redundant according to our definition. 
Example 3.4. If S = {P, 1 R, R}, where P and R are ground atoms, P is intuitively 
redundant and it is redundant according to our Definition 3.3: the minimal proof 
of every ground theorem is given by (1 R, R}, since {I R, R} yields the empty clause 
and therefore any clause. However, if R> P and thus R >d P, then P is not 
B-redundant. 
This example shows that anotion of redundancy based on an ordering on clauses is 
not ideal, since different precedences on predicate symbols may be needed in order to 
characterize as redundant different clauses during a computation. 
In our definition of completion, we have required that if a contraction step simply 
deletes a sentence, then the sentence deleted must be redundant. The following lemma 
shows that if a contraction step replaces a sentence by another, the replaced sentence 
must be redundant on the specific target if the step is strictly proof-reducing, otherwise 
it must be redundant on the entire domain. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf a contraction inference step (S u {$}; q)F(S u {$‘I; cp) is proof-reducing 
on F by Condition 1 in Dejinition 3.2, then $ is redundant in S u {t,V} on cp; if it is 
proof-reducing by Condition 2 in Dejnition 3.2, then $ is redundant in S u {I,V} on the 
domain F. 
Proof. If $ does not occur as an axiom in any proof PEIZ(S u ($}, cp), then 
WS u {if% 44 = WS? ($4, i.e. @ is redundant on cp in S and therefore also in S u {I++‘}. If 
t,15 is an axiom in some proof PM(S u {+}, cp), then P $ n(S u {$‘I, cp), since 
I,$ $ S u {t,V}. By Condition 1 in Definition 3.2, there exists a Q&(S u ($‘}, cp) such that 
P >p Q. In other words, all the proofs of cp where $ occurs as an axiom are replaced by 
smaller proofs in n(S u {+I}, cp). Adding $ to S u {$‘} would not reduce any proof in 
n(S u {$‘}, cp) and therefore $ is redundant on cp in S u {t,V}. By applying the same 
argument o all theorems in the domain we obtain the second part of the lemma. q 
If follows that all sentences deleted by contraction steps are redundant. A similar 
relationship between deletion and B-redundancy holds according to the approach 
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proposed in [ 151. The main difference between our approach and that of [ 151 is that 
we have a notion of redundancy on the domain as well as one on the target. For 
derivations without target, e.g. derivations which generate aconfluent system, we have 
soundness, monotonicity, proof reduction on the domain and redundancy on the 
domain. For such derivations our approach is basically equivalent o that in [ 151. For 
derivations with target, e.g. theorem proving derivations, we require soundness and 
relevance, but not monotonicity; we allow proof reduction and redundancy on the 
target, in addition to proof reduction and redundancy on the domain. By proof 
reduction and redundancy on the target, contraction steps may replace sentences 
which are not redundant on the whole domain, provided they are redundant on the 
specific target. In this way our definitions allow in principle very strong contraction 
inference rules. 
4. Fairness and completeness 
A theorem proving method is complete if, whenever cpo is a theorem of So, the 
derivation from (So; cpo) succeeds. Completeness involves both the inference rules and 
the search plan. First, it requires that if rpo~7’Zr(So), there exist successful derivations by 
the inference rules of the procedure. Second, it requires that whenever successful 
derivations exist, the search plan guarantees that the computed derivation is success- 
ful. We call these two properties refutational completeness of the inference rules and 
fairness of the search plan, respectively. In order to describe them, we introduce 
a structure called Z-tree. Given a theorem proving problem (So; cpo) and a set of 
inference rules I, the application of I to (So; cpo) defines a tree, the Z-tree rooted at 
(So; cpo). The nodes of the tree are labeled by pairs (S; cp). The root is labeled by the 
input pair (So; cpo). A node (S; cp) has a child (S’; cp’) if (S’; cp’) can be derived from (S; cp) 
in one step by an inference rule in I. The Z-tree rooted at (So; cpo) represents all the 
possible derivations by the inference rules in Z starting from (So; cpo). 
Intuitively, a set Z of inference rules is refutationally complete if whenever cp,~Th(S~), 
the Z-tree rooted at (So; cpo) contains successful nodes, nodes of the form (S; true). We 
use the term “refutational completeness” for the inference rules to differentiate it from 
the completeness of the theorem proving strategy. Furthermore, “refutational” em- 
phasizes that the goal is to prove a specific theorem. The following definition is an 
equivalent characterization of this concept in terms of proof reduction. 
Definition 4.1. A set Z of inference rule is rejiitutionully complete if whenever cp~Th(S) 
and ZZ(S, ~0) # {E}, VPM(S, cp) there exists a path (S; cp)t-, (S,; ~pi)k~...t-,(S’; q’) such 
that P >pQ for some QeZZ(S’, I$). 
A set of inference rules is refutationally complete if it can reduce any nonempty 
proof of the target. Since a proof ordering is well-founded, it follows that if cp~Th(S), 
the Z-tree rooted at (S; cp) contains successful nodes. An advantage of giving the 
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definition of completeness in terms of proof reduction is that the problem of prov- 
ing completeness of I is reduced to the problem of exhibiting a suitable proof 
ordering [ll]. 
Given a completion procedure ‘3’ = (I; C), the I-tree rooted at (So; cpO) represents 
the entire search space that the procedure can potentially derive from the input 
(So; cp,,). The search plan C selects a path in the I-tree: the derivation from input 
(S,; cp,,) controlled by C is the path selected by C in the Z-tree rooted at (So; cp,,). Once 
both a set of inference rules and a search plan are given, the derivation from (S,; cpO) is
unique. A pair (Si; vi) reached at stage i of the derivation is a visited node in the I-tree. 
Each visited node (Si; Cpi) may have many children, but the search plan selects only one 
of them to be (Si+i; Cpi+i). A search plan Z is fair if whenever the Z-tree rooted at 
(So; cpo) contains successful nodes, the derivation controlled by Z starting at (So; cpO) is
guaranteed to reach a successful node. Similar to completeness, we formalize this 
concept in terms of proof reduction. 
Definition 4.2. A derivation (So; (P,JI-~(S,; (~i)l-~...k~g(S~; vi) k-W+.. controlled by 
a search plan C is fair if and only if Vi 2 0, VPElI(Si, Cpi), if there exists a path 
(Si; qi)kI.‘.t-,(S’; cp’) in the Z-tree rooted at (So; cpO) such that P >pQ, for some 
Qen(S’, cp’), then there exists an (Sj; qj), for some j > i, and an REII(Sj, qj) such that 
Q aP R. A search plan C is fair if all derivations controlled by C are fair. 
In other words, if the inference rules can reduce a proof of the target at (Si; Cpi), a fair 
search plan guarantees that such a proof will be reduced at a later stage (Sj; qj). This 
definition is target-oriented because it only requires that the proofs of the intended 
target are reduced. Actually it only requires that one proofs of the target is reduced. If 
a proof of rp is reduced to E at stage j, the set of minimal proof of cp collapses to {E} and 
P >P E for every proof P considered at all stages earlier than j. In theorem proving we 
are only interested in finding one proof of the target and therefore a search plan may 
trim the search space considerably and still be fair as long as it does not remove the 
possibility of finding any proof. 
If the inference rules are refutationally complete and the search plan is fair, 
a completion procedure on domain F is complete, i.e. it is a semidecision procedure for 
T/r(S) n r for all presentations S. 
Theorem 4.1. Zf a completion procedure % on domain F has refutationally complete 
inference rules and a fair search plan, then for all derivations 
tsO; (PO)FW(SI; (Pl)~t7’*‘~~(Si~ (PJFV”‘, 
where cpoETh(So), Vi > 0 ifZI(S, vi) # (E}, then VPElI(Si, vi), there exists an (Sj, qj),for 
some j > i, such that P >p R for some REl7(Sj, Cpj). 
Proof. If n(Si, vi) # {E}, then by completeness of the inference rules, for all 
PEII(Si, vi) there exists a path (Si; Cpi)kI.**kr(S’; cp’) such that P >pQ for some 
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QE~(S’, cp’). By fairness of the search plan, there exists an (Sj; Cpj), for some j > i, and 
an REn(Sj, cpj) such that P >,, Q > p R. 0 
Corollary 4.1. If a completion procedure %? on domain 9 has refutationally complete 
inference rules and a fair search plan, then for all inputs (So; cp,,), if cp0~7’h(S0), the 
derivation 
(So; (PO)FW(sl; (P1)kVe”Ful(si; cPJtW” 
reaches a stage k, k 3 0, such that qk is the clause true. 
Proof. Let P be any proof in U(S,, cpO). By Theorem 4.1 and the well-foundedness of
>p the derivation reaches a stage k such that P has been reduced to E. Then 
H(Sk, qPk) = {E} and (Pi is the clause true. 0 
4. I. Untform fairness and saturated sets 
In this subsection and in the next one we show how the classical results on 
completion as generation of confluent systems are incorporated in our framework. 
We consider derivations without target and we assume that the monotonicity 
property (see Definition 2.1) is added to our definition of completion. The key 
difference between derivations with a theorem proving target and derivations without 
target is the fairness requirement. Our definition of fairness (Definition 4.2) is sufficient 
for theorem proving (Theorem 4.1), but it is not sufficient o guarantee that a confluent 
rewrite system is generated eventually, because it does not guarantee that all critical 
pairs are considered eventually. This demands a stronger fairness property, which we 
call uniform fairness. The first definition of uniform fairness appeared in [42], where it 
is required that the search plan sorts the rewrite rules by a well-founded ordering, in 
order to ensure that no rule is indefinitely postponed. We mention this very first 
notion of (uniform) fairness, because it states explicitly that fairness is a property of the 
search plan. We recall here a more recent definition. Let Z,(S) be the set of sentences 
which can be generated in one expansion step from S and S, = Uj ~ e ni ~ j Si be the 
limit of the derivation, i.e. the possibly infinite set of all the persistent sentences [42,6]. 
Definition 4.3 (Rusinowitch [59] and Bachmair and Ganzinger [lS]). A derivation 
S,~~SS,~~‘.‘Si~~“’ is uniformlyfair on domain 5 if tl~@,(S,) there exists an Sj such 
that either (P~Sj or q is redundant in Sj on domain Y. 
This definition of fairness generalizes previous definitions given in [42, 12,6, 111. As 
an example, a Knuth-Bendix derivation such that all critical pairs from persisting 
equations are eventually generated or subsumed or reduced to a common term is 
uniformly fair. 
Fairness and uniform fairness are conceptually different. First fairness is target- 
oriented, whereas uniform fairness is defined for a derivation without a target. In 
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[59, 151, Definition 4.3 is applied to refutational theorem proving, where SO contains 
the negation of the target. In this case the only persisting clause is the empty clause 
q and le(Ui ~ ,, Uj ~ i Sj) = { q }. Then Definition 4.3 says that the limit of the derivation 
is the empty clause. A notion of fairness given in terms of S, = (0) does not help the 
design of search plans, because it simply re-states that the derivation should eventual- 
ly succeed. It does not provide any hint on how a search plan should choose 
a successor at any given stage of the derivation. Second, the intuitive meaning of 
uniform fairness is to be fair to the inference rules, that is to apply all the inference 
rules to all the data. However, this is impossible in the presence of contraction rules: if 
a clause cp is deleted by a contraction step before an expansion rulefis applied to cp, 
the derivation is not fair off: The problem was then to define fairness in such a way 
that the application of contraction rules is fair. This problem has been solved in the 
definition of uniform fairness by establishing that it is fair not to perform an expansion 
inference step if its premises are not persistent and it is fair to replace a clause cp by 
clauses which make it redundant. In theorem proving the idea of fairness is not to be 
fair to the inference rules, but to the target. Therefore the interaction of expansion and 
contraction rules is no longer an issue. All inference rules are treated uniformly by 
considering their effect with respect o the goal or reducing the proof of the target. 
The following example illustrates the conditions which were proved sufficient for 
uniform fairness of an unfailing Knuth-Bendix derivation in [6]. These conditions 
represent the most well-known definition of (uniform) fairness for a completion 
procedure. 
Example 4.1. A derivation EOkUKBE1 tUKB-..tUKB Ei t-UKB... is uniformly fair if for all 
critical pairs g N dd,(E,), g -deUi B O Ei and E, is reduced. The first condition alone 
is actually sufficient for uniform fairness: the application of contraction rules is 
allowed but not required. Since at any stage of the computation it is not known which 
equations are going to persist and which equations are going to be simplified, the 
above conditions for uniform fairness prescribe in practice to apply exhaustively all 
the inference rules of unfailing Knuth-Bendix completion until none applies. 
The concept of uniform fairness leads to the following notion of saturated presenta- 
tion. 
Definition 4.4 (Kounalis and Rusinowitch [52] and Bachmair and Ganzinger [lS]). A 
presentation S is saturated on the domain F of a completion procedure if and only if 
V&Z,(S), either I&S or $ is redundant in S on .F. 
In other words, no nontrivial consequences can be added to a saturated presenta- 
tion. In the equational case, as remarked in [52], a set of equations is saturated if no 
divergent critical pairs can be deduced, or, equivalently, the set is locally conjuent. As 
in the definition of uniform fairness, the application of contraction inference rules is 
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allowed but not required; for instance, a locally confluent equational presentation is 
not necessarily reduced. 
If a derivation is uniformly fair, S, is saturated. Since uniform fairness is defined in 
terms of redundancy and our notion of redundancy is more general than those in [59] 
and [lS], we give a new proof of this result. First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Zfa derivation Sot,SI kV...t-WSikW... is uniformly fair on F, then V$EF, 
Vi 2 0, if $ is redundant in Sj on F, $ is also redundant in S, on F. 
Proof. If $ is redundant in Si on F, I) does not occur as an axiom in any minimal 
proof in Si of theorems in F. This also holds for $ itself. In other words there exists at 
least a proof PEIZ(S;, $) which is smaller than the proof represented by $ itself: 
tj >,P. Since there is no target, the derivation is proof-reducing by Condition 2 in 
Definition 3.2. It follows that either PM(S,, $) or P is replaced by a proof 
Q&Z(S,, $) or P is replaced by a proof Q&(S,, II/) such that P >r Q. In both cases, 
there is a proof R&‘(S,, $) such that $ >P R. By monotonicity and stability of >P, 
C[tjo] >P C[Ro] for all proof contexts C and substitutions 6. In other words, rj is not 
involved in any minimal proof in S, of a theorem in F, since any occurrence of $ in 
a proof can be replaced by a proof of tj smaller than II/ itself. It follows that $ is 
redundant in S, on F. 0 
Theorem 4.2 (Kounalis and Rusinowitch [52] and Bachmair and Ganzinger [ 151). Zf 
a derivation So k&3, kV* *. t~Si tv-. . is uniformly fair on F, then S, is saturated on F. 
Proof. We show that for all @,(S,), either cp~S, or cp is redundant in S, on F. By 
uniform fairness of the derivation, there exists an Sj, for some j 2 0, such that either 
(PESj or cp is redundant in Sj on F. If cp is redundant in Sj, it is also redundant in S, by 
Lemma 4.1. If VESj, then either cp is not deleted afterwards, that is cp&,, or cp is 
deleted at some stage i > j. If cp is simply deleted, cp is redundant in Sj on F by 
Definition 3.5 of completion. If cp is replaced by another sentence, cp is redundant in 
Si+ 1 on F by Lemma 3.2 In both cases cp is redundant in S, by Lemma 4.1. q 
This theorem generalizes the following classical results. 
Theorem 4.3 (Knuth and Bendix [Sl], Huet [42] and Bachmair et al. [12]). rf 
u derivation EOkKB El tKB *..l-Ke EitKB.*. by the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure 
does not fail (on a persistent unoriented equation) and is uniformly fair on the domain 
F of all equations, then E, is a confluent term rewriting system. 
Theorem 4.4 (Hsiang and Rusinowitch [38] and Bachmair et al. [13]). Zfa derivation 
EokUKn El k”nK .**t-UKBEi t-“KB... by the unfailing Knuth-Bendix completion proced- 
ure is uniformly fair on the domain F of all ground equations, then E, is a ground 
confluent set of equations. 
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If E is ground confluent, s*t$ t^ if and only if s* +$a c i f and therefore E + VZs N t 
can be decided by well-founded reduction by E. This introduced us to the topic of the 
next section. 
4.2. Decision procedures 
In this section we study the properties of derivations in a finite, saturated presenta- 
tion. We shall show that, under appropriate hypotheses, a saturated presentation is 
a decision procedure for its theory. First, we define under which conditions a presenta- 
tion is a decision procedure. 
Definition 4.5. Let V be complete on domain Y. A finite presentation S is a decision 
procedure for Th(S) nY, if for all cpO& the derivation (S; cpO)l-&; (~i)l--~... 
kV(S; cPJFGfa’* halts at some stage k, k > 0, and (Pi = true if and only if cpOeTh(S). 
The presentation S can be regarded as an algorithm, which, if interpreted by the 
procedure V, decides the validity of sentences in Y in the theory of S. Clearly, once 
termination of the derivation is ensured, the correctness of the result is a consequence 
of the completeness of the completion procedure. Therefore, the key property of 
a decision procedure is that all derivations are guaranteed to halt regardless of the 
truth of the given target. Sufficient conditions for the termination of derivations can be 
given, if it is possible to exclude the application of expansion inference rules. This is 
exactly where the assumption of having a saturated presentation plays a role. 
Lemma 4.2. Zf a presentation S is saturated on Y, then no expansion inference rule 
which is proof-reducing on 9 applies to S. 
Proof. If a proof-reducing expansion inference rule derives S’ from S, then there is 
a r&Y such that P >P Q for some &ZI(S, $) and Qcn(S’, tj). Since S is saturated on 
Y, this is impossible. 0 
In other words, if the presentation is saturated, all derivations are made only of 
target inference steps and contraction steps on the presentation. Termination condi- 
tions for these kinds of inferences can be given by using well-founded orderings. 
Definition 4.6. A target inference step (S; cp)t-(S; cp’) is target-reducing if rp>cp’. A con- 
traction inference step (S; cp)i-(S’; rp) is data-reducing if either it deletes a redundant 
sentence or it replaces a sentence $ is S by a sentence II/’ such that $>+‘. 
An inference rule is target-reducing (data-reducing) if all the steps where it is applied 
are target-reducing (data-reducing). For instance, the Simplification inference rule is 
target-reducing (data-reducing if applied to the presentation) as shown in Examples 
2.1 and 3.1. 
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Lemma 4.3. A derivation (So; cp,Jt,(S1; ~l)~~**‘t-~(Si; (Pi)t-q.*. where every step is 
either target-reducing or data-reducing is guaranteed to halt. 
Proof. Let >r be the lexicographic ombination of the multiset extension >,,,“, and of 
> itself. By the definition of target-reducing and data-reducing steps, we have that 
Vi 2 O,(Si; Cpi) >r(Si+l; (pi+1 ). Since the ordering >r is well-founded, the derivation is 
guaranteed to halt. Cl 
We can now prove that a saturated set is a decision procedure. 
Theorem 4.5. Let %’ be a complete completion procedure on domain F, such that all its 
target inference rules are target-reducing and all its contraction inference rules on the 
presentation are data-reducing. Then a presentation S which is saturated on F is 
a decision procedure for F n Th(S). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, for all (PREY the derivation from (S; cpO) may contain only 
target inference steps and contraction steps on the presentation. By the hypotheses on 
the inference rules and Lemma 4.3, such a derivation is guaranteed to halt at some 
stage k. Either (Pi = true or (Pk # true. By completeness of %, & is true if and only if 
rp,~7’k(S). Therefore, S is a decision procedure for Th(S) n F. q 
If we also assume that no contraction rule applies to the presentation, then all 
derivations from S are made only of target-reducing inference steps. In equational 
logic this corresponds to assume that S is not only confluent, but also reduced, i.e. 
canonical [27]. Derivations made only of target inference steps are traditionally called 
linear [19]. Therefore, a saturated set such that no contraction rule applies to the 
presentation yields only linear and terminating derivations. 
Finally, we can characterize a completion procedure as a generator of decision 
procedures. 
Theorem 4.6. Let %? = (I; .Z> be a completion procedure on domain F such that 
l the procedure satisjies the monotonicity property. 
0 I is refutationally complete, 
l C is uniformly fair and 
l all the target inference rules are target-reducing and all the contraction inference rules 
on the presentation are data-reducing. 
For all presentations S,,, ifthe limit S, of the derivation S,, I-V St l-q...tq Si kV... isjnite, 
then S, is a decision procedure for F n Th(S,). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, S, is saturated on Y. S, is a decision procedure for 
Y n Th(S,) by Theorem 4.5. By monotonicity, Th(S,) = Th(&) and therefore S, is 
a decision procedure for Y n Th(S,). 0 
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This theorem generalizes the classical results for equational logic and their 
extensions to Horn logic with equality. In equational logic, the (unfailing) 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure generates a (ground) confluent presentation 
that can be used to decide the validity of theorems in the form VZs-t by well- 
founded simplification. Extensions to Horn logic with equality have been studied 
in [SZ, 15,253. Given a complete completion procedure for Horn logic with equality, 
such as those in [52, 15, 251, the issue is how to guarantee that derivations in 
a saturated and reduced presentation are target-reducing and therefore terminating. 
Targets have the form Bi A ... A B,, where each Bi is a ground positive literal. In 
[52] and [15] the problem is solved by imposing special restrictions on the clauses in 
the saturated set. 
Definition 4.7 (Kounalis and Rusinowitch [52]). A Horn clause A :- B1.. .B, is ground- 
preserving if the following two conditions hold: 
l all variables occurring in a negated literal also occur in A and 
l if A is an equation s N t, either it can be oriented into a rewrite rule or s and t have 
the same set of variables. 
The conditions given in [15] are slightly different, but the purpose is basically the 
same: the ground-preserving condition is designed to ensure that whenever an infer- 
ence step is applied between a clause in the saturated set and a ground target, the 
newly generated target is ground as well. The resolution and paramodulation infer- 
ence rules in [52] and [15] are ordered, i.e. they are restricted by a given complete 
simplification ordering on terms and literals in such a way that at each step a ground 
literal in the target is replaced by a set of smaller ground literals. Therefore ordered 
resolution and ordered paramodulation steps between a ground-preserving clause 
and a ground target are target-reducing. A saturated presentation containing only 
ground-preserving clauses is then a decision procedure by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 and 
Theorem 4.5. 
Theorem 4.7 (Kounalis and Rusinowitch [52] and Bachmair and Ganzinger 
[ 151). Let S be a presentation in Horn logic with equality such that S is saturated on the 
domain of ground clauses and all clauses in S are ground-preserving. Then S is a decision 
procedurefor targets in theform B, A ..* A B,, where each Bi is a ground positiue literal. 
The requirement that all clauses are ground-preserving isquite strong. For instance 
the Horn clause T(x, y) v 1 R(x, z) v -I T(z, y) in the definition of the transitive closure 
T of a relation R is not ground-preserving, because of the variable z. The restriction to 
ground-preserving clauses is resemblant of the restriction to oriented equations for 
Knuth-Bendix completion. This restriction is lifted in the unfailing Knuth-Bendix 
procedure by assuming a complete simplification ordering on terms and by designing 
a simplification rule that applies oriented instances of equations as simplifiers. In this 
way, a “static” requirement on the presentation, that it contains only oriented 
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equations, is replaced by a “dynamic” property of the inferences, that use only 
oriented instances of equations. A similar result has been obtained for Horn logic with 
equality in [25] by assuming a complete simplification ordering > on terms and 
literals. There is no restriction on the clauses in the presentation, but the target 
inference rules are designed in such a way that only decreasing instances of clauses are 
applied. 
Definition 4.8 (Dershowitz [25]). A Horn clause IN r :- p1 ir q 1 . . . N q,, is decreasing if 
for all ground substitutions O, lo>ro, la>pio, 1 < i < n. 
Whenever a decreasing instance of a clause in the saturated presentation is applied 
to a ground target, the newly generated ground target is smaller, i.e. the derivation is 
target-reducing. 
Theorem 4.8 (Dershowitz [2_5]). A presentation saturated on the domain of ground 
clauses in Horn logic with equality is a decision procedure for targets in the form 
BA ... A B,, where each Bi is a ground positive literal. 
The practical importance of the interpretation of completion procedures as gener- 
ators of decision procedures is limited by the observation that few theories have 
a finite saturated presentation. For instance, the maximal unit strategy of [24] is 
a complete method for Horn logic with equality. (The name derives from the restric- 
tion that a unit clause resolves/paramodulates into a negative literal which is maximal 
among all the negative literals in the clause.) The method is strongly oriented toward 
forward reasoning, since it basically works by inferring facts from the given facts and 
implications. Therefore, the saturated set is infinite in most cases, since it contains all 
the true facts in the theory. 
Theorem 4.9. If S, is the saturated limit of a derivation by the maximal unit strategy, 
then every nonunit clause is redundant in S,. 
Proof. The assumed domain is the domain of ground clauses. The proof is done by 
way of contradiction. We assume that there are a ground target B1 A ... A B, and 
a minimal proof P&(S,, B, A .,. A B,) where nonunit clauses occur as axioms. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that m = 1 and that a nonunit clause 
AZ-C r . . . C, is the first clause applied in P, i.e. B1 = Aa for some ground substitution 
0. Let A :-Cl.. .C, be the shortest clause that can be applied to B1. This step generates 
the subgoal Crd...C,cr. Let Crcr be maximal in CIo . . .C,o. By completeness of the unit 
strategy, there exists a unit clause GES, such that Gp = Crap for some substitution p. 
The literals G and C1 have a common instance and therefore there is an mgu p’ such 
that Gp’ = Crp’. Thus, the clause Ap’ :- C2p’ . ..C.p’ can be generated in one unit 
resolution step from G and A :- Cl.. . C,. Since S, has been saturated by the maximal 
unit strategy, Ap’:- C,p’...C,p is in S,. Furthermore, there exists a substitution 
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r such that Ap’r = B1 , since p’ Q op. It follows that Ap’ :- Czp’. . .C,p’ can be applied at 
the place of A:-Cr... C, in P, contradicting the hypothesis that A :-Cl.. .C, is the 
shortest applicable clause. 0 
The maximal unit strategy represents a rather extreme case. But it remains that 
most theories have infinite saturated presentations under most completion proced- 
ures. Therefore, the interpretation of completion procedures as semidecision proced- 
ures is the most useful one in practice. 
5. Completion procedures in equational logic 
In the second part of this work we present in the framework developed so far some 
Knuth-Bendix type completion procedures for equational logic: UKB, AC-UKB, 
UKB with cancellation laws, inequality ordered-saturation strategy and S-strategy. 
This presentation is new, because these procedures have not been described before as 
procedures for theorem proving in a unified framework based on target-oriented 
proof reduction. For instance, the cancellation laws [40] and the S-strategy [38] 
appeared first in the transfinite-trees approach of [39], so that proof reduction was 
not applied to them. Similarly, this is the first presentation in terms of target-oriented 
proof reduction of the inequality ordered-saturation strategy (10s) [3,1]. The latter is 
especially relevant, because 10s is a refinement of UKB based on the target-oriented 
philosophy. 
5.1. Unfailing Knuth-Bendix completion 
The unfailing Knuth-Bendix procedure [38, 131 is a semidecision procedure for 
equational theories. A derivation by UKB has the form 
and it succeeds at stage k if $ and & are identical. At each step of the completion 
process the pair (Ei + r; s^i+ 1 ‘v tAi +1) is derived from the pair (Ei; s^i N $i) by applying one 
of the following inference rules: 
l Presentation inference rules: 
- Simplification: 
(E u {p=q, I-r}; 9-f) plu = la P>PCrgL 
(E u (p[ro],=q, I-r); g-t*) pwlv q>p[ra], 
- Deduction: 
(Eu (pzq, l-r); S-f) Pluex (p lu)o = la 
(Eu{p~q,l-rr,pCrl,o-qa};s*l:i) pv!bmpCrl, 
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- Deletion: 
Eu{l-l};ki) 
(E; S=f) 
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- Functional subsumption: 
l Target inference rules: 
- Simplijication: 
(E u (kr}; S-f) s*lu = lo 
(E u {l-r}; 3[ralU=f) s*>s^[ra], 
_ Deletion: 
(E; 9-s*}) 
(E; true) 
We have already presented some of these inference rules in Examples 2.1,3.1,3.2 and 
3.3. In Simplijication, the conditions p>p[ra], and $-SCM], ensure that simplifica- 
tion is well-founded and together with pcpl v q>p[ro], that it is proof-reducing (see 
Lemma 5.1). In Deduction, a critical pair p[rJ,o=qc is generated only if 
pa<qa, p[r]“a, that is the two equations are applied according to the simplification 
ordering. This makes Deduction proof-reducing (see Example 3.2). Simplification is 
the most important among the above inference rules, because it reduces dramatically 
the number and the size of the generated equations. If Simplification is not applied, 
Deduction may rapidly saturate the memory space with equations, making it imposs- 
ible to reach a proof in reasonable time. Thus, a search plan for UKB should be 
a Simplification-jrst plan. 
We characterize the UKB procedure as a completion procedure by using the 
ordering >” introduced in Example 2.3. 
Lemma 5.1. The presentation inference rules of the UKB procedure are reducing. 
Proof. We show that Deduction and Simplification are proof-reducing, Deletion and 
Functional subsumption delete redundant equations: 
0 
0 
The proof for Deduction was given in Example 3.2. 
A Simplification step where an equation p =q is simplified to p[ra].=q by an 
equation lzr affects a minimal proof by replacing a step s++~_ t by two steps 
s ‘IZ-ru*p[ral”lq t. 
_ If t>s, we have {(t, q, s)} >;,,{(s, I, u), (t, q, u)} since t>s and s>u. 
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- If s>t, 
* if pc”1, we have 
l if t>u, {(s, p, t)} >&{(s, 1, o),(t, q, u)> since pbl and s>t, 
l if o>t, {(s, p, t)} >Kul{(s, 1, u), (u, q, t)} since pbl and s>u; 
* if p&l and q>p[ra],, t>u follows from q>p[ro], by stability and mono- 
tonicity of >- and we have {(s, p, t)> >,&{(s, 1, u), (t, q, u)} since t>u and s>t. 
l A trivial equation 1 N 1 is redundant: no minimal proof contains a step stflzf s since 
the subproof given by the single term s is smaller: {(s, 1, s)} >hul{e}, where the 
empty triple E is the proof complexity of s. 
l The proof for Functional subsumption was given in Example 3.3. 0 
Lemma 5.2. The target inference rules of the UKB procedures are strictly proof- 
reducing. 
Proof. The proof for Simplification was given in Example 3.1. For a Deletion step we 
have (9, s*} >,,,ul {true}, since true is smaller than any term. 0 
We can then show that UKB is a completion procedure. 
Theorem 5.1. The unfailing Knuth-Bendix procedure is a completion procedure on the 
domain 9 of all ground equations. 
Proof. For all equational presentations EO and for all ground targets s*,,=&, the 
derivation 
(Eo; $0 N to) J-“KB(EI ; 311: #?I) F”KB’.*F”KB(Ei; s*i- fi)k”K*“’ 
has the soundness, relevance and reduction properties. Soundness and relevance were 
proved among others in [42, 12,6]. Reduction follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. •i 
If a fair search plan is provided, the UKB procedure is a semidecision procedure for 
equational theories. 
Theorem 5.2 (Hsiang and Rusinowitch [38] and Bachmair et al. [13]). An equation 
VXs N t is a theorem of an equational theory E if and only if the unfailing Knuth-Bendix 
procedure derives true from (E; s* N f). 
5.2. Extensions: AC-UKB and cancellation laws 
Many equational problems involve associative and commutative (AC) operators. 
An AC function f satisfies the equations f (f (x, y), z) =f (x, f (y, z)) (associatiuity) and 
f (x, y) =f( y, x) (commutatiuity). Handling associativity and commutativity as any 
other equation turns out to be very inefficient, since commutativity may generate 
a very high number of equations through the Deduction inference rule. Also, many 
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instances of commutativity may not be ordered by the chosen simplification ordering, 
so that Simplification does not apply as often as it is desirable. 
The efficiency of the UKB strategy can be greatly improved if associativity and 
commutativity are built in the inference rules, The UKB procedure with associativity 
and commutativity built in is called AC-UKB [5, 61, 57, 31, 44, 10, 27, 453. If AC 
denotes a set of associativity and commutativity axioms, two terms s and t are equal 
module AC if s N t is a theorem of AC, written s = AC t. In the AC-UKB procedure, the 
inference rules of UKB are modified in such a way that any two terms which are equal 
modulo AC are regarded as identical. The first modification is to require that the 
complete simplification ordering on terms > commutes with =AC: for any two terms 
s and t, if there is a third term r such that s =ACr and r>t, there is also a term r’ such 
that s>r’ and r’ =*c t. Secondly, matching and unification are replaced by AC- 
matching and AC-unification: s matches a term t modulo AC if there is a substitution 
o such that so =AC t and s that t unify module AC if there is a substitution (r such that 
so =Ac to. Finally, the strict encompassment ordering D is replaced by the ordering 
bAc, that is s pAC t if and only ifs Dr and r = Ac t for some term r. The set of inference 
rules of the UKB procedure is then modified as follows: 
l Presentation inference rules: 
- Simplijcation: 
(Eu {pzq, l=r}; $=f) PIU =acla P>PCraL 
(Eu{p[ra],-q,l=r};s*2.f) pbaclvq>p[ra], 
- Deduction: 
(E u {p=q, l=r}; 3-f) PlU#X ( p 140 =AC l(J 
(E u {p=q, l=r, p[r],a-qa}; 3-f) posqo, p[r&o 
- Extension: 
(E u (f(p, q)=r); S-f) fis AC f (I% 4)s r 
(E u {.f(p, q)-r,f(p, q, z)=_f(r, z)>; j-t*) 
Deletion: 
(Eu (l-l}; g-t*) 
(E; S=f) 
_ Functional subsumption: 
(Eub=q, l-rl;J-0 (PEq)pAC(lNr) 
(E u (l=r}; .9-f) 
l Target inference rules: 
- SimpliJication: 
(Eu (1-r); S=f) s*(u =Aclo +s*[ra]. 
(E u {l-r}; .9[ralu=t*) 
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- Deletion: 
(E; 5-j) 
(E; true) 
This set of inference rules is obtained from the set of inference rules of the UKB 
procedure by replacing identity by equality modulo AC as explained above and by 
adding a new inference rule, called Extension [57]. The Extension inference rule is 
a specialized version of the Deduction inference rule, designed to compute superposi- 
tions of equations in E onto associativity axioms. Namely, iff(p, q) N r is an equation 
in E, f is AC and f(p, q)j; r, the equation f(p, q)=r trivially superposes onto the 
associativity axiom f(f(x, y), z) =j(x, f( y, z)), yielding the critical pairf(p,f(q, z))- 
f(r, z), written in Jluttened form as f(p, q, z)=f(r, z). These critical pairs are called 
extended rules. Computing the extended rules is sufficient o ensure completeness of 
the AC-UKB procedure: no other critical pairs between E and AC need to be 
computed [57]. 
The UKB or AC-UKB procedure can be further improved by adding inference 
rules for the cancellation laws. A function f is right cancellable if it satisfies the right 
cancellation law 
vx, y, z fb, Y) = fk Y) 1 x = z. 
The left cancellation law is defined symmetrically. Cancellation laws may reduce 
considerably the size of the equations. They are implemented as inference rules as 
follows [40]: 
Cancellation 1: 
(E u {f(pt ukf(q, 4); 3-f) 
(Eu {f(p, u)=f(q, u), po-qa}; s-f) ” = ‘o 
Cancellation 2: 
(Eu {f(d,, d&y}; 4-f) 
(E~{f(d~,d~)~y,d~o~x};SI~t*) 
Cancellation 3: 
Yowl) 0 = {Y ++f(x, d2)) 
y 4 V(dz) x is a new variable 
(Eu {fh, qJ~r1,_fhqd=r2); 3-f) q1a = q2fl rlu = r2u 
(E u {f(pr, qr)=riJQz, qz)=rz, P~~-Fw>; 3=t*) 
Cancellation 4: 
(E u {f(p, u)=f(q, u)>; 3-f) 
(Eu {p=q};3=f) 
where the function f is right cancellable. In Cancellation 2, if the substitution 
fJ = {Y +-+0x, 6)) is applied to the given equation, it becomesf(d,  cr, d2) zf(x, dJ, 
since y does not occur in d2. The cancellation law reduces this equation to dia NX. 
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Cancellation 4 is not necessary for the purpose of completeness, ince the effects can be 
obtained by a step of Cancellation 1 with empty mgu followed by a step of Functional 
subsumption. It is added to improve the efficiency. 
In order to prove that the UKB procedure with the cancellation inference rules 
is a completion procedure, we need to prove that the Cancellation inference rules 
are proof-reducing. We adopt as proof ordering a slight modification of >“, which 
we call But: a ground equational step s-t justified by an equation l=r has com- 
plexity measure (s, kr, I, t) if s is c[lo], t is c[ra] and s>t. Complexity measures 
are compared by the lexicographic combination >ec of the orderings 2, D, D 
and >. Proofs are compared by the lexicographic combination >uc of the multi- 
set extensions >,,,“r and >K”,r. The proof of Lemma 5.1 is unaffected if >uKBc 
replaces > uKB. 
Lemma 5.3. The Cancellation inference rules are proof-reducing. 
Proof. We assume that (Ei; s^i E ii) kuKB(E. I + 1 ; s*i 2: &) is a Cancellation step: 
(1) An application of the rule Cancellation 1 to an equation f (p, u) z=f (q, U) affects 
any minimal proof in Ei which contains a step sc*t such that s = 
c[ f (p, u)z], t = c [ f (q, v)z] and z B cr, where 2 is the subsumption ordering and d is 
the mgu such that UQ = uo of the application of Cancellation 1. The step 
s +-+f~,,,~,f~4,v~t has complexity (s,f (p, u)z,f (p, u), t) if s>t. In the minimal proofs in 
Ei+t the step s ++~(p,u)-~(q.v) t is replaced by a step s ++qat justified by the new 
equation pa-qa generated by the application of Cancellation 1. The step s~,~_~,,t 
has complexity (s, PG PC, t). Since f (p, 4~ OPT, (s,f (p, 47, f (p, 4, t) >ec (s, PT, PC, t) 
follows. A symmetric argument applies if t>s. 
(2) An application of the rule Cancellation 2 to an equation f (d 1, d2) 2: y affects any 
minimal proof in Ei which contains a step s++t such that s = c[ f (d,, d2)T], t = c[ys] 
and r$a, where cr is {y I-+ f (x, d,)}. Since yeV(dl), we have f (d,, dz)z>yz by the 
subterm property and therefore s>t by monotonicity, so that the step st, t has 
complexity (s, f (d,, d&, f (d,, d2), t). In the minimal proofs in Ei+ 1 the step sot is 
replaced by a step sw,lo_X J t ‘ustified by the new equation dlo=x generated by the 
application of Cancellation 2. The step s *dlOIX t has complexity (s, dlz, dla, t). Since 
f(d,, dz)~-dl~, (s,f (d,, d&f (d,, A), f) >=b, 4r, Aa, t) follows. 
(3) An application of the rule Cancellation 3 to two equations f (PI, ql)zrl and 
f (p2, q2)=r2 affects any minimal proof in Ei which contains a subproof s-u ++ t 
such that s = c[f(pl,ql)r], u = c[rlT], t = c[f(p2,q2)T] and ~30, where rr is the 
mgu such that qla = q2g and rig = r2cr of the application of Cancellation 3. It follows 
that qlr = q2z and r15 = r2z. The subproof s t) u c* t is replaced in any minimal proof 
in Ei+ 1 by a single step s t+,,,azp2a t justified by the new equation p1rr=p2a generated 
by the application of Cancellation 3. 
(a) If s>ttu, the subproof s-u-t has complexity {(s, f(pl, ql)z,f(pl, ql), u), 
(t3f(pZ, q&,f (p2, q& 4f and the step s*p,o-p2a t has the complexity (s, pl~, pla, t). 
Since f (p,, q& r3p17, the result follows. A symmetric argument apphes if t>s>u. 
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(b) If s>u>t, the subproof s ++ u CI t has complexity ((s,f(pl, q&r, 
~(PI, qA 4, (u, r17, rl, t)> and step s ++p,a--p2a t has complexity (s, p1 7, plo, t). Since 
f(pl, q&bp,z, the result follows. A symmetric argument applies if t>u>s. 
(c) If u>s>t, the subproof sttu++t has complexity {(u, rlz, rI, s), (u, r17, rI, t)> 
and the step s wP1,larrpza t h s complexity (s, p17, pIa, t). Since u>s, the result trivially 
follows. A symmetric argument applies if u>t>s. 0 
Completeness of the inference rules for cancellation is proved in [40]. Most of the 
experimental result reported in [S, 4, 18, 3,2] are obtained by AC-UKB with the 
inference rules for cancellation. 
5.3. The inequality ordered-saturation strategy 
The UKB procedure is complete, but sometimes it is not sufficiently efficient. The 
main cause of inefficiency of UKB, from a theorem proving point of view, is that it 
often computes many critical pairs which do not help in proving the target. Therefore, 
our goal is to reduce the number of critical pairs generated or, equivalently, to perform 
less forward reasoning and more backward reasoning. For the forward resoning part, 
a possible approach to the problem consists in designing search plans which generate 
first the critical pairs that are estimated to be likely to reduce the proof of the target. 
Such search plans are based on heuristical criteria that measure how useful a critical 
pair is expected to be with respect o the task of simplifying the goal. Some examples 
are given in [3, 11. 
For the backward resoning part, we observe that if the target $i N ii is fully simplified 
with respect to Ei, ~i-t*i is minimal in the ordering >,,,“I among all the ground 
equations E-equivalent o the input target so 1~ to where E = !Jo d j ~ i Ej, If a Simplifi- 
cation-first plan is adopted, UKB always maintains a minimal target. Therefore, it 
would seem that no improvement can be obtained on the target side. However, this is 
not the case. The notion of a minimal target can be obtained on the target side. 
However, this is not the case. The notion of a minimal target is relative to the assumed 
partially ordered set (poset) of targets. If we assume that the poset of ground equalities 
is ordered by >*“,, then J*i N t*i is minimal among the ground equations E-equivalent o 
the input target so ‘v to. The situation changes if we assume as poset of targets the 
poset of disjunctions of ground equalities ordered by an ordering >&, defined as 
follows: N1>kII,NZ if min(N,)>,,,min(N2), where N1 and N2 are disjunctions of 
ground equalities and min(N) is the smallest equality in N according to >,,,“,. 
We show why the backward reasoning part of UKB is not guaranteed to compute 
a minimal target if the poset of disjunctions is used. Let (Ei; s^i N fi) be the current stage 
in a UKB derivation and 1 N r be an unorientable quation in Ei, such that s^i 1 u = la 
for some position u and substitution (T, but .?i>.9i[rcJ,. In other words, I matches 
a subterm of s*i but Simplification does not apply because s^i would not be replaced by 
a smaller term. However, we assume that the target 5i[rO], N & is generated nonethe- 
less and that by simplification it reduces to an equation which is smaller than Si-fi, 
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that is .$ [rrrlu + xi .9’, t*i + fi t’ and {s*‘, i’} <,,,“i (s*i, t^i}. If these conditions hold, we have 
that the disjunction .$ N fi v 9’ N t*’ is smaller than the disjunction given by s*i ‘v fi alone 
in the poset of disjunctions defined above. Therefore, if we assume the poset of 
disjunctions as posets of targets, it is not true that UKB maintains a minimal target. 
The intuition behind the choice of considering disjunctions of equalities rather than 
equalities is that if we consider more than one target equality, we have a greater chance 
to find a short proof. In order to work on disjunctions of equalities, we need to add to 
the UKB procedure an expansion inference rule, so that the target is eventually 
expanded into a disjunction of ground equalities. Such an expansion inference rule must 
satisfy the relevance requirement, so that proving the validity of any of the equalities in 
the disjunction is equivalent to proving the input target so N to. Also, the application of 
such a rule must be restricted, in order to avoid the generation of too many target 
equalities, which may slow down the search for a solution. This new inference rule is 
superposition of an unorientable quation onto a target equality s^ z t^ to generate a new 
target equality. A newly generated target equality is first simplified as much as possible 
and then it is kept only if it is not greater than any already existing target: 
Ordered saturation: 
(Eu{l=r};Nu(s*=t^}) $1~ = lo s^[ro],+$s*‘, t*+$? 
(Eu{l=r};Nu{SIcxi,f2:f’}) {sl, i’}&,u,{cj, d^}, V$&N u {j--f} 
Ordered saturation applies if s^<s*[ro],, since if s^>s^[ra], holds, simplification would 
apply. If the ordering > is total ground terms, the condition {f, t*‘}&,u,{~, d^), 
tl4-&N u {s*-i} becomes (Y, t*‘}-&,{& d^), Vd-d;N u {S*zf}. We have given the 
inference rule for the more general case: in fact, the ordering is not assumed to be total 
in [3], where a version of this inference rule first appeared. The target equality 9’ N t*’ 
might have a shorter proof than the other target equalities. We do not know which 
one has the shortest proof. We keep all of them to broaden our chance of reaching the 
proof as soon as possible. 
In addition, we need to modify the Deletion inference rule, since the computation 
halts successfully as soon as an equality in the disjunction is reduced to a trivial 
equality: 
Deletion: 
(E; N u {s*‘vj)} 
(E; true) 
The procedure obtained by adding Ordered saturation to UKB and by modifying 
Deletion as above, is called the inequality ordered-saturation strategy (10s) [3]. 
A derivation by the 10s strategy has the form 
where the set No contains the initial goal s*. N to and, at stage i, Ni is the current set of 
target equalities. The derivation succeeds at stage k if Nk contains a target Si N Ei such 
that s*i and t*i are identical and the clause in Nk reduces to true. 
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In order to show that the 10s strategy is a completion procedure, we assume that 
the ordering > is total on ground terms, coherently with the treatment of the other 
completion procedures for equational logic. Then, we order proofs as follows: the 
proof of a disjunction N is represented by the proof of the smallest equality in N, i.e. 
min(N), and proofs of equalities are ordered by >“. 
Lemma 5.4. The Ordered saturation inference rule under a total ordering on terms is 
strictly proof-reducing. 
Proof. If (Ei; NiFios (Ei; Ni+ 1) is an Ordered saturation step, then Nit Ni+ 1 and 
therefore min(NJ tmul min(Nj+ 1). Since the ordering > is total on ground terms, we 
have min(Ni)>,,,,l min(Ni+ t) and Ordered saturation is strictly proof-reducing. 0 
Theorem 5.3. The inequality ordered-saturation strategy is a completion procedure. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.4. 0 
The 10s strategy has been implemented and observed to perform better than the 
UKB procedure [3]. In practice, few target equalities are kept, so that the overhead of 
handling them is negligible with respect o the advantage of keeping more than one 
target. 
5.4. The S-strategy 
The S-strategy [38] is an extension of the UKB procedure to the logic of equality and 
inequality. A presentation is a set of equations E,, and a theorem cp is a sentence 02 
so”tov-.. v s, N t,, where @Z is any sequence of quantifer-variable pairs. A theorem 
cp in this form is transformed into a target No = s0 N to v +.a v s, N t,, where variables 
are implicity existentially quantified, by replacing all the universally quantified vari- 
ables by constants and by dropping the quantifiers. If cp is VXsO N to, No is s*,-, 2:& and 
the S-strategy reduces to the UKB procedure. A computation has the form 
where Vi > 0, Ei is a set of equalities and Ni is a disjunction of target equalities with 
existentially quantified variables. A derivation succeeds at stage k if Nk contains 
a target si N ti whose sides are unifiable. The set of inference rules of UKB is modified 
as follows: 
l Presentation inference rules: 
- Simplzjication: 
(Eu (pzq, l-r}; N) p(u=la p>pCf-al, 
(Eu (PCral,=q,l=r); N) p~lvq>p[ral, 
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- Deduction: 
(Eu {pzq, 13.); N) PlU#X (p lu)a = la 
(E u {p=q, l=r, pCrLo=qo}; NJ pqi:q~, pCrl,a 
- Deletion: 
(Eu{M};N) 
(E; N) 
- Functional subsumption: 
(Eu {p=q, lzr); N) 
(E u {l=r}; N) 
(p=q)b(l=r) 
a Target inference rules: 
- Simplijication: 
(E u {l-r}; N u {s-t}) slu=la s>s[ral, 
(E u (l-r}; N u {s[ro],=t}) 
- Deduction: 
(Eu{l=r};Nu {s-t}) slu4X (slu)a = la 
(Eu{la:r};Nu {s~t,s[r],o2:to}) sa$s[r],,a 
- Deletion: 
(E;Nu{s=t)) sa=ta 
(E; true) 
The Deduction inference rule applies also to target inequalities. In the second case no 
ordering based condition applies to the inequality. The Deletion rule for the target is 
modified because the target contains variables: a contradiction is detected when the 
two sides of a target equality unify. 
In order to measure the complexity of proofs of disjunctions, we observe the 
following: a target N is a theorem of E if and only if E u 1 N is unsatisfiable, where 
N is a disjunction of equations so N to v ... v s, N t, with existentially quantified vari- 
ables and therefore -IN is a conjunction of inequalities so # to A ... A s, # t, with 
universally quantified variables. By the Herbrand theorem [19], the set E u 1 N is 
unsatisfiable if and only if there is a finite set of ground instances of clauses in E u 1 N 
which is unsatisfiable. Since 1 N is a set of inequalities with universally quantified 
variables, an unsatisfiable set of ground instances of clauses in E u 1 N needs to 
contain just one ground inequality: let ,@ u {s^ # f} be the smallest such set with 
respect o the ordering >,,,U,. Since > is total on ground terms, there exists a smallest 
set. Then the minimal proof of N in E is represented by the minimal ground 
equational proof of s^ 2: t* in 8. Ground equational proofs are ordered by the ordering 
> “. This approach is correct if to every inference step on (E^i; $i N fi) corresponds an 
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inference step on (El; Ni). This is proved by the paramodulation lifting lemma for 
S-strategy. We recall that a ground substitution is E-irreducible if it does contain any 
pair (x H t} such that t can be simplified by an equation in E. 
Lemma 5.5 (Peterson [56] and Hsiang and Rusinowitch [39]). Zf (T is a ground, 
E-irreducible substitution, then for all inference rules f of S-strategy, if 
(Eo; sa~~to) F,(E’; s’N~‘), then (E; s-t)l-f(E”; s”=t”), where E’ and s’zt’ are ground 
instances of E” and s” 21 t”, respectively. 
Since E v (Szf> is the smallest unsatisfiable set, E s Eo and S-kNc for an 
E-irreducible substitution g. Therefore, Lemma 5.5 applies and to every inference step 
on (E; S*N t^) corresponds an inference step on (E; N). We can finally state the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. The S-strategy is a completion procedure on the domain .F of all ground 
equalities. 
Proof. Soundness and relevance were proved in [38]. By the above discussion on the 
complexity of proofs of disjunctions, an inference step on (E; N) is proof-reducing if it 
is proof-reducing on the minimal proof of 2-f in E. Thus, the inference rules of 
S-strategy are proof-reducing if they are proof-reducing on ground equational proofs 
with respect to the ordering >U. This follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, since 
Deduction on the target is just Simplification if the target is ground. 0 
If a fair search plan is provided, the S-strategy is a semidecision procedure for 
theories in the logic of equality and inequality. 
Theorem 5.5 (Hsiang and Rusinowitch [38]). A sentence 0% so= to v ... v s,= t, is 
a theorem of an equational theory E if and only if the S-strategy derives true from 
(E; so N to v ... v s, N t,). 
6. Semidecision procedures for disproving inductive theorems 
The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure has also been applied to disprove induc- 
tive theorems in equational theories. This method has been called inductionless 
induction, proof by consistency or proof by the lack of inconsistency 
[55,33,43,54,32,48,50,7,46] and extensions to Horn logic with equality are ex- 
plored in [52]. This application of completion has also been viewed traditionally as 
a special side-effect of the generation of confluent systems. In this section we show 
that a completion procedure for disproving inductive theorems is a semidecision 
procedure. This adds to the generality of our approach based on the semidecision 
concept, by showing that it covers also inductionless induction. Furthermore, it gives 
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to inductionless induction first class status, showing that it is a semidecision proced- 
ure like all other completion procedures, rather than an almost accidental side-effect 
of generating confluent systems. 
From a technical point of view, this section has two new contributions. The first one 
is the construction of the target of an inductionless induction derivation. Identifying 
the target is necessary to describe inductionless induction as a semidecision process. 
While it is not technically difficult, this task is not trivial, because the given inductive 
conjecture is being disproved, not proved, and therefore it is not the target. The 
second technical contribution is related to the concept of fairness. The classical results 
on inductionless induction assumed uniform fairness, so that proof reduction was 
applied to all the ground proofs. We identify the set of minimal ground proofs of the 
target in an inductionless induction derivation: such a set is smaller than the set of all 
the ground proofs. Similar to refutational theorem proving, also inductionless induc- 
tion simply requires that one of the proofs of the target be reduced. Therefore, fairness 
replaces uniform fairness and not all critical pairs need to be generated when 
disproving inductive theorems. A completion procedure for inductionless induction 
which does not compute all critical pairs was proposed in [32]. We conclude this 
section by reformulating the result of [32] as a concrete instance of our general 
approach. 
A clause cp is an inductive theorem of S, written S t= ind cp, if and only if for all ground 
substitutions cr, cpaeTh(S). We denote by Znd(S) the set of all the inductive theorems of 
S, Ind(S) = {‘p 1 S kind cp}, by GTh(S) the set of all the ground theorems of S, 
GTh(S) = {q 1 cpETh(S), q ground} and by G(q) the set of all the ground instances of cp, 
G(q) = (cpo (o ground}. The set Znd(S) is not semidecidable. Even if we have a deci- 
sion procedure for G(q) n GTh(S), we still cannot prove that cp is an inductive 
theorem, because the set G(q) is infinite. However, the complement problem, that is 
proving that cp is not an inductive theorem of S, is semidecidable in certain theories. If 
cp $ Znd(S), then there is a ground instance qoo such that cpa .$ GTh(S). Therefore 
GTh(S u {cp}) # GTh(S), since pxGTh(S u {cp}) f or all ground instances cpo. Thus, we 
can prove that cp is not an inductive theorem of S by proving the following target: 
QO = 30 ground 3&S u {cp} such that t,baEGTh(S u {cp}) - GTh(S). 
If there exists an oracle 0 to decide such a target, a completion procedure 
9? = (I; C; 0) equipped with the oracle 0 will be a semidecision procedure for 
disproving inductive theorems. A derivation has the form 
(S U {Cp}; @O)+@(Si; @l)FW*“F~g(Si; @i) FWg.“3 
where at each step the target is 
@i = 30 ground 3$ESi such that II/gEGTh(Si) - GTh(S). 
No inference step applies to the target: the procedure takes as input the presentation 
S u {q} given by the original presentation and the inductive conjecture and it 
proceeds by applying inference rules to the presentation until it obtains a presentation 
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Sk such that the oracle applied to Sk answers positively and replaces Qk by true. In the 
equational case, the target is 
@i = 30 ground 3si N tiEEi such that (si N ti)oeGTh(Ei) - G7’h(E). 
Oracles to decide @i are known if the input set of equations E is ground confluent. 
Under this hypothesis, (si N ti)o~GTh(Ei) - GTh(E) if and only if there are E-irredu- 
cible terms s and t such that sic +g s, tic +$ t and S= teGTh(Ei). Therefore, we can 
restrict our attention to ground E-irreducible terms. 
A first oracle was given in [43] for equational presentations atisfying the principle 
of dejinition. The signature F of E is given by the disjoint union of a set C of 
constructors and a set D of defined symbols. The set T(C) of all ground constructor 
terms isfree and all function symbols in D are completely defined on C, that is for all 
ground terms &T(F), there exists a unique ground constructor term t’ET(C) such that 
t wf t’. If a presentation E satisfies the principle of definition, the ground E-irredu- 
cible terms are the ground terms made only of constructor symbols. Therefore @i is 
true if and only if there are two ground constructor terms t1 and t2 such that tl crz, t2. 
The following inference rules implement his test [43]: 
l Disproof 1: 
(Eu {f(tl...t,)Yg(s1...sn)>; @I 
(E v {f (t 1 . ..t.)=g(sI...s,)}; true) 
f,gEc fzs 
’ 
l Disproof 2: 
(E u (f (tl...&)-4); @) 
(Eu {f(tI . ..t.)-x}; true) f’c 
l Decompose: 
(Eu {f(tl...tn)Nf(s1...s,)}; @) fEc 
(Eu{(+s 1 . ..t.q}; W) 
where @‘is @i forEi= E~{tl-~l... t, 2: s,}. The two Disproof inference rules detect 
that equalities between constructor terms have been derived. By the principle of 
definition, the theory of E,, does not include such equalities. They are a consequence of 
adding the inductive conjecture s N t, which is therefore disproved. The Decompose 
rule is added for the purpose of efficiency. It replaces an equation f (tI . . .t,) =f (sl.. .sJ, 
where f is a constructor, by the equations tl NS 1 . ..t.=s,: since f is a constructor, by 
the principle of definition two terms f (t 1 . . . t,) and f (s 1 . . .s,) may be equal only if their 
arguments are equal. 
Theorem 6.1 (Huet and Hullot [43] and Bachmair [7]). Zf E is a ground conjluent 
equational presentation, satisfying the principle of dejnition, the unfailing Knuth- 
Bendix completion procedure enriched with the inference rules Decompose, Disproof 
1 and Disproof 2 is a semidecision procedure for the complement of Ind(E). 
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A more general oracle was proposed in [46] for the Kunth-Bendix completion 
procedure and extended to the UKB procedure in [7]. This test is based on ground 
reducibility: a term t is ground E-reducible if for all ground substitutions g, ta is 
E-reducible. Ground E-reducibility is decidable [SS] only if E is a ground confluent 
rewrite system. Therefore, the test in [46,7] applies only if the input presentation E is 
ground confluent and all the input equations can be oriented into rewrite rules. We 
assume that E has these properties and we call it R. An equation l-r is ground 
R-reducible if for all ground substitutions CT, such that la and ro are distinct, either la 
or rc is R-reducible. If an equation I N r which is not ground R-reducible is derived 
from R u {s 5 t} at stage i, there is a ground instance IO N r6 of the equation such that 
lo and ro are distinct and R-irreducible, but la-roeGTh(Ei). This means that pi is 
true and the inductive conjecture is disproved. The following inference rule imple- 
ments this test [7]: 
Disproof 3: 
(E u {l=r}; @) 
(E u {l-r}; true) 
1 =I is not ground R-reducible 
Theorem 6.2 (Jouannaud and Kounalis [46] and Bachmair [7]). If R is a ground 
conjluent rewrite system, the unfailing Knuth-Bendix completion procedure enriched 
with the inference rule Disproof 3 is a semidecision procedure for the complement of 
Ind(R). 
Both Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 assume a uniformly fair search plan on the domain of all 
ground equations. The ground reducibility test is not a practical solution to the 
problem of inductive theorem proving, because its complexity is very high. Further- 
more, most results about the UKB procedure for disproving inductive conjectures 
have been obtained in contexts where completion was considered a generator of 
confluent sytems and the capability of disproving inductive conjectures was regarded 
as a side-effect. This explains why a uniformly fair search plan was assumed. On the 
other hand, disproving an inductive conjecture is a semidecision process of a specific 
target. Therefore, only a proof of the target needs to be reduced. We define the set of 
the minimal proofs of the target @i as follows: 
IZ(S, @i) = II(Si, min{$aI $ESi, $OeGTh(Si) - GTh(S))), 
that is a minimal proof of @i is given by a minimal proof of the smallest ground 
instance of some clause in Si which is a theorem in Si but not in S. In the equational 
case, a completion procedure which eventually generates a ground confluent set of 
equations, is able to reduce the proofs of all ground theorems and therefore the proof 
of the target. However, this is not necessary. Since a proof of the target is a proof of the 
smallest ground theorem which is not a theorem of the original presentation, we can 
restrict our attention to a smaller set of ground theorems. 
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Definition 6.1 (Fribourg [32]). Given a ground confluent presentation E, a set of 
substitutions H is E-inductively complete if for all ground substitutions p, there exist 
a substitution c&i and a ground substitution 7 such that p -f IX. 
For instance, if E includes the axioms 0 + x=x and succ(x) + y -succ(x + y), a set 
of substitutions H is E-inductively complete if it contains two substitutions g1 and c2 
such that {x H O)eal and (x I+ succ( y))eo,. Indeed, all ground terms reduce either 
to 0 or to some term succ”(O), so that a set of substitutions which covers the instances 
x H 0 and x H succ(y) cover all instances. 
We are interested in minimal E-inductively complete sets of substitutions. All such 
sets are equivalent for our purposes, since they all have the property of covering all the 
ground substitutions. We denote by HE one such set and by NYE the domain of all the 
ground equations which are instances of substitutions in HE, that is 
9YE = {(l-r)az I acH,, (I- ) or oz is ground). A minimal proof of the target is a minim- 
al proof of the smallest ground theorem which is not a theorem of the original 
presentation. This smallest ground theorem is in YYE and therefore reducing the 
proofs of the theorems in Y.YE is sufficient o guarantee that the proof of the target is 
reduced. This result was first proved in [32] for the application of Knuth-Bendix 
completion to disprove inductive theorems in equational theories. 
Theorem 6.3 (Fribourg [32]). A completion procedure V = (I; Z‘; 0) on the domain 
YFE with complete inference rules and a fair search plan, is a semidecision procedurefor 
the complement of Ind(E) for all equational presentations E, for which the oracle 0 is 
compurable. 
As a consequence, the Deduction inference rule of UKB can be restricted consider- 
ably, while still preserving the completeness of UKB as a semidicision procedure to 
disprove inductive conjectures [32]. At stage i of the derivation, superpositions on 
pz q at position u are performed only if the set of mgus (0 1 la = (p 1 u)a, 12: rEEi} is 
E-inductively complete. A position u with this property is called completely superpos- 
able in [32]. Furthermore, for all equations p 2: q, generated uring the derivation, it is 
sufficient o perform superpositions on just one completely superposable position in 
p N q. In other words, a search plan which selects just one completely superposable 
position in every equation is fair. These modifications require an algorithm to detect 
the completely superposable positions. An equivalent characterization is the follow- 
ing: a position u in p is completely superposable if for all ground instances (p ( u)p there 
is an equation 1 N r in E such that (p 1 u)p = la and kr> ro. The problem of detecting 
completely superposable positions reduces to the ground reducibility problem. How- 
ever, if the presentation satisfies the principle of definition, a position u is completely 
superposable if pi u is a term which has a defined symbol at the root and only 
constructor symbols and variables at the positions below the root. Therefore, the 
restriction to completely superposable positions can be applied in practice to pre- 
sentations atisfying the principle of definition. 
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7. Conclusions 
We described an abstract framework for the study of Knuth-Bendix type comple- 
tion procedures, which are regarded as semidecision procedures for theorem proving. 
All the fundamental concepts are uniformly defined in terms of target-oriented proof 
reduction with respect o a well-founded proof ordering. 
A completion procedure is given by a set of inference rules and a search plan. The role 
of the search plan is often overlooked in the literature, where most theorem proving 
strategies are presented by giving a set of nondeterministic nference rules only and 
leaving the task of designing a suitable search plan to the implementation phase. This is 
not satisfactory, since the search plan is what ultimately turns a set of inference rules 
into a procedure. The actual performance of the prover depends heavily on the search 
plan. We tried to emphasize the role of the search plan throughout our work. 
The key property of a search plan isfairness. Intuitively, fairness of a search strategy 
means that every inference step which needs to be considered will eventually be 
considered. In completion-based methods, this usually means resolving all potential 
critical pairs. In theorem proving, on the other hand, one is not interested in critical 
pairs which do not contribute to proving the target theorem. Thus, in theorem 
proving applications fairness does not require resolving all possible conflicts but only 
those which may lead to a proof. Our definition of fairness is the first definition of 
fairness for completion procedures which incorporates this idea. By focusing on the 
given target, it makes possible to design fair search strategies which ignore the 
majority of possible critical pairs. 
Correspondingly, at the inference rules level, we gave target-oriented notions of 
contraction, redundancy and refutational completeness. If the inference rules are refuta- 
tionally complete and the search plan isfair, a completion procedure is a semidecision 
procedure for theorem proving. This result makes the interpretation of completion 
procedures as semidecision procedures independent from the interpretation as gener- 
ators of confluent systems: a completion procedure can be a semidecision procedure 
without being a generator of confluent systems. 
If the search plan is uniiformlyfuir, a completion procedure generates a saturated 
presentation which, under additional hypotheses, may act as a decision procedure for 
the validity of the theorems in the theory. We provided a new, genera1 formulation for 
these results, covering the classical theorems in equational ogic and their extensions 
to Horn logic with equality in [52, 15,251. Most authors conceived completion as 
a compilation process to generate decision procedures. Theorem proving is then 
regarded as a two-phase process: first compile the given presentation into a finite 
saturated one and next prove theorems in the saturated presentation. We feel that his 
approach is not adequate in practice, since in most cases the saturated presentation is 
infinite. We prefer to interpret completion as a semidecision procedure, focusing on 
theorem proving as its main application. 
We presented some equational completion procedures based on unfailing 
Knuth-Bendix completion, which include the AC-UKB procedure with cancellation 
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laws, the S-strategy and the inequality ordered-saturation strategy. These extensions 
of UKB have not been presented in a unified framework for completion before. We 
also showed that the process of disproving inductive theorems by the so-called 
inductionless induction method is a semidecision process. 
This work raises several open problems, which may be pursued by further research. 
At the logic level, one possible direction is the full extension of our approach 
to completion procedures for first-order logic with equality. This would require 
the study of the structure of proofs and proof orderings in such larger logics. The 
most important challenge, however, is the design of search plans that are fair, but 
not uniformly fair. We posed the question of theorem proving without satura- 
tion and we provided a theoretical framework where theorem proving without 
saturation is possible, but we did not exhibit a new, concrete strategy which 
realizes our idea. Borrowing the terminology of algorithm analysis, replacing 
uniform fairness by fairness is analogous to lowering the known lower bound 
for a problem: the notion of fairness says how much work is necessary (and 
sufficient) to do theorem proving. Exhibiting a new, more efficient strategy is 
analogous to the complementary task of lowering the known upper bound for the 
problem. 
After designing a fair but not uniformly fair search plan, one would like to be able to 
compare it to a uniformly fair search plan and show that the former is more efficient. 
Thus, another open problem is to find ways of analyzing and comparing different 
theorem proving strategies, or more precisely different search plans for a given 
inference system, a priori of implementation. This leads to the even broader question 
of providing a theory of strategy analysis. Classical algorithm analysis is not appropri- 
ate for analyzing theorem proving strategies uch as those we considered. Indeed, 
algorithms analysis is for algorithms, whereas theorem proving strategies are 
semidecision procedures for a semidecidable problem. 
Furthermore, even if we could restrict the analysis to a set of input theorems where 
a theorem proving strategy is guaranteed to halt, the application of algorithm analysis 
techniques would be far from obvious. Roughly speaking, classical algorithm analysis 
techniques compute the number of steps of an algorithm based on knowledge of the 
initial state of the data set, the final state of the data set and the algorithm. For 
instance, when analyzing a sorting algorithm, one knows that the final state is a sorted 
list. One difficulty in applying step-counting techniques to theorem proving strategies 
is that the final state of the data set is unknown. Saying that the final state of the data 
set for a successful theorem proving derivation is the set containing only the empty 
clause does not help, because such a final state is the same for all inputs, it is not 
related to any property of the input, e.g. size. From the point of view of logic, all 
unsatisfiable sets are equivalent and equivalent o the set containing only the empty 
clause, but they are not equivalent from the point of view of computational complex- 
ity. In theorem proving, the final state of the data set cannot be known a priori of 
execution; because if it were known, a proof would be known and the theorem proving 
problem would be solved already. Techniques designed for algorithms transforming 
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data do not apply directly to strategies earching for solutions. The entire field of 
complexity of search is largely unexplored. 
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